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Abstract The microstructure of the martensite formed in

Fe–Mn–Al–Ni alloys of varying composition, consisting of

A2 austenite and A1-like martensite, was investigated by

means of electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). While

sufficiently structured EBSD patterns clearly revealed a

tetragonal distortion of the (twinned) martensite, robust

indexing using Hough-transform-based methods were

successful only by assuming a cubic symmetry of the

martensite. It was shown that predictions made based on

the Phenomenological Theory of Martensite Crystallogra-

phy (PTMC) were well compatible with the experimental

data, irrespective of the alloy composition. This includes a

(near-)Pitsch orientation relationship and habit planes close

to {110}A2.

Keywords Habit plane � Martensite � Lattice

correspondence � Lattice invariant shear � Thermoleastic �
PTMC � SMA

Introduction

The martensitic transformations in the majority of Fe-based

alloys are strongly non-thermoelastic, making them typi-

cally unsuitable for shape memory applications.

Nevertheless, some groups of Fe-based shape memory

alloys (SMA) [1–4] are exceptionally thermoelastic and

have attracted considerable interest because of their rela-

tively low price, which makes them relevant especially in

large-scale applications e.g., in architecture. One group of

these Fe-based SMAs are based on the Fe–Mn–Al–Ni

system. This group has been introduced in 2011 by

investigation of the superelasticity of an Fe43.5Mn34Al15-

Ni7.5 alloy [5–7]. In that group the austenite exhibits a

body-centered cubic (bcc) A2 structure, whereas the

martensite is generally described as a face-centered cubic

(fcc) A1 structure, where, however, also tetragonally dis-

torted A1 and polytypic structures have been reported.

The present paper reviews the contradictory crystal

structure information shown for Fe–Mn–Al–Ni SMAs.

This is done in view of analyzing the martensite crystal-

lography and applying the Phenomenological Theory of

Martensite Crystallography (PTMC) [8]. These predictions

are compared with results of electron backscatter diffrac-

tion (EBSD) analysis. For that purpose, EBSD patterns

were evaluated in view of the PTMC predictions from a

series of Fe–Mn–Al–Ni alloys with varying composition,

containing an austenite matrix with thermally induced

martensite.

Methods

PTMC Calculations

The crystallographic characteristics of the austenite (A2) to

martensite (cubic or tetragonally distorted A1) transfor-

mation are evaluated using the PTMC [9–12]. Corre-

sponding calculations which predict habit planes and

orientation relationships were performed using the PTCLab
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software [13] and, in parallel, an equivalent MATLAB

code [14]. A Bain-like lattice correspondence is adopted

with a correspondence matrix C [15] relating the basis

vectors of the body-centered cubic (A2) unit cell of the

austenite with those of the martensite in a face-centered

cubic or a face-centered tetragonal A1 structure:
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The Bain strain matrix is calculated as usual [10] from

the actually adopted lattice parameters, where in the

tetragonal case the cA1 vector corresponds to the fourfold

axis. A lattice invariant strain corresponding to a shear

h101i 101
� �

A2
in the A2 austenite was considered. The

magnitude of the lattice invariant strain and the lattice

rotation of the martensite with respect to the austenite were

determined under the condition to obtain an invariant plane

strain providing the final information about the orientation

relationship (OR) and the habit plane.

Alloy Preparation

Five Fe–Mn–Al–Ni alloys of the nominal compositions

Fe45Mn34Al14Ni7, Fe42Mn36Al14Ni8, Fe40Mn39Al15Ni6,

Fe30Mn48Al17Ni5, and Fe21Mn58Al17Ni4 (the stoichiomet-

ric indices basically correspond to molar fractions in %)

were prepared by arc melting of pure metal mixtures (Al:

99.9995 wt%, Fe: 99.99 wt%, Mn: 99.95 wt%, Ni: 99.995

wt%, Alfa Aesar/Thermo Fisher GmbH, Germany). The

pure metals were placed in a water-cooled copper mold

inside an arc-melting furnace (Edmund Buehler GmbH,

Germany) under an inert argon atmosphere at a pressure of

800 mbar. In order to achieve a sufficient homogeneity of

the resulting specimen, the alloys were turned over and re-

melted at least three times. Subsequently, a heat treatment

was performed for all samples in a horizontal tube furnace

(Linn Elektro Therm GmbH, Germany) at 1200 �C for

24 h, followed by ice water quenching. To prevent oxida-

tion during the heat treatment, the samples were sealed in

fused silica ampoules under a controlled argon pressure of

200 mbar. Finally, to facilitate the following EBSD anal-

ysis, a metallographic preparation was performed on

embedded samples, with a final vibrational polishing step.

EBSD Analysis

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations were

performed on the prepared cross-sections of the specimen

in a JSM-7800 F (JEOL Ltd., Japan), which was operating

at 30 kV. For the following EBSD investigations, the

EBSD camera EDAX Hikari Super Elite was used. The

presented EBSD patterns and EBSD maps were acquired

using the EDAX TEAM software. In order to perform a

sufficiently good background subtraction, which tends to

be challenging for coarse-grained materials, Fe40Ni40B20

metallic glass was additionally embedded and polished

during sample preparation. Due to the similar electron

density, compared to the investigated material, the static

EBSD background generated from the metallic glass can be

used for a subsequent EBSD investigation [16]. For the

purpose of identification of grain (and phase) boundary,

grains were identified to consist of a minimum of 20

neighbored pixels, where separate grains were assigned in

case of a misorientation of 10�. For more details on the

EBSD analysis, see [16].

Crystallographic Characteristics

Assessment of Existing Crystallographic

Information1

In the first work of the development of Fe–Mn–Al–Ni

SMAs, it was shown that by balancing the effects of the

alloying elements Mn and Al, the thermodynamics of the a
and c phases in Fe–Mn–Al alloys could be adjusted to

transform a non-thermoelastic martensitic A2 (‘‘bcc’’) to

A1 (‘‘fcc’’) transition, which was investigated in some

detail on an Fe49Mn36Al15 [17] alloy into a thermoelastic

one. It was pointed out that, in particular, the magnetic

contribution to the overall energetics of these two phases

was crucial to adjust the thermodynamic properties of the a
and c phases to achieve the aforementioned type of

martensitic transition. The martensite structure was shown

to be finely twinned fcc by methods of selected area

electron diffraction (SAED). Powder X-ray diffraction

(PXRD) data of the alloys (Table 1) confirmed these

structures and gave lattice parameter values indicating a

volume change of only - 0.4% upon the martensitic

transformation.

The actual Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 alloy introduced in Ref.

[5] showed PXRD data with extracted cubic lattice

parameters (also included in Table 1), with the martensite

peaks showing, however, a considerable broadening. That

broadening might also imply a limited precision of the

value determined for the martensite. Hence, one probably

should not overinterpret a predicted volume change of ?

1.1% upon martensite formation.

In the same work [5], SAED patterns of the martensite

were presented revealing an eightfold polytypic structure

1 Details of the discussed crystal structures are provided in the sup-

plementary material, where also CIF files for the different crystal

structures are available.
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for the martensite. Based on high-resolution electron

microscopy, in this polytype, which was identified have

‘‘on average’’ an 53 stacking sequence using a Zhdanov

type nomenclature, where, however, an irregularity of the

stacking was emphasized [5]. Monoclinic lattice parame-

ters referring to this polytype were given in [18] (included

in Table 1). Their values imply that they were derived from

an ideal close-packed structure having the interatomic

distance expected for an A1 structure with a cubic lattice

parameter of aA1 = 3.672 Å from Ref. [5]. Thereby, it

holds for the listed values a8M = 61/2/2 aA1, b8M = 21/2/2

aA1, c8M = 861/2/2 aA1, and cosb8M = - 129-1/2. It is,

however, to be noted that the structure corresponding to

such an ideal 8M polytype is compatible with the hexag-

onal-rhombohedral symmetry, with aR = bR = 21/2/2 aA1

and b8M = 8 9 31/2 aA1.

SAED data shown in some later works, however,

appeared to lack of the features of 8M polytypes and were

interpretable in terms of a twinned A1 structure [19, 20],

while in [19, 21] also an evidence for long-period poly-

typism is visible in some of the shown patterns. Hence, it

appears that the actual structure of the martensite may

depend on details of the prior state of the austenite and

formation conditions of the martensite.

The diverging reports on the martensite structure might

also be related with the state of precipitation in the

austenite, which have been made responsible for the

pseudoelasticity in Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 in comparison to

the non-thermoelastic alloy Fe49Mn36Al15 [5]. These pre-

cipitates were characterized to be of the B2 structure inside

an A2 austenite in view of their superstructure reflections

in SAED patterns [5]. It was shown that the state of aging

at low temperatures (around 473 K) strongly influences the

pseudoelastic properties of Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 [22–25]

and also the martensite start temperature [23, 26].

In association with the formation of the 8M martensite,

the B2 precipitates were reported to experience shear of

about 5� [27], where the precipitates appear to retain

coherence with the martensite. Contrasting this, SAED

patterns on twinned A1 martensite showed superstructure

reflections at the positions expected for an L10 structure

[20]. This suggests that the L10 structure is a product of the

same Bain strain applied on the B2 precipitates, which

brings about the A2 ? A1 transformation for the matrix

(note that the Bogers–Burgers path emphasized in [28]

basically leads to the same result). As shown in Fig. 1,

Bain strain applied in each of the three h100iB2 directions

yields in an L10 superstructure of A1, whereas starting

from an L10 structure, a Bain strain leads back to B2 only

along one of three possible directions, whereas the other

two directions lead to a different and likely high-energy

superstructure. This high-energy superstructure can be

referred by its Pearson symbol to oC4, which tends to

efficiently block the ‘‘wrong’’ Bain path. This characteristic

transformation pattern for the precipitates has been con-

nected with the reversibility of the martensitic transfor-

mation of the Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 material as a whole [20].

It is known for various reasons that martensites having

experienced the Bain strain may be found to be tetragonal

[29]. Hence, it is not surprising that more detailed analysis

of the SAED patterns of A1-type martensites showing

additionally L10 superstructure reflections from the pre-

cipitates revealed tetragonality with cA1/aA1\ 1 (which is

frequently described as a ‘‘face-centered tetragonal (fct)’’

structure) [20]. Upon assessing the diffraction effects due

to the coherency of A1/L10 structures, it has to be kept in

mind that such coherent, structurally very similar structures

simultaneously contribute to the diffraction patterns and

thus to the fundamental reflections. Hence, one may argue

that the tetragonal symmetry of the L10-ordered structure

Table 1 Crystallographic data for phases relevant for Fe–Mn–Al–Ni shape memory alloys

Year Alloy Structure References

2009 Fe49Mn36Al15 A2 austenite: aA2 = 2.912 Å (X-ray diffraction) [17]

2009 Fe49Mn36Al15 A1 martensite (2 M) aA1 = 3.664 Å (X-ray diffraction) [17]

2011 Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 A2 austenite: aA2 = 2.903 Å (X-ray diffraction) [5]

2011 Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 A1 martensite (2 M) aA1 = 3.672 Å (X-ray diffraction) [5]

2012 Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 8M martensite, from high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, no further details [27]

2013 Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 8M martensite due to [27], lattice parameters a8M = 4.497 Å, b8M = 2.597 Å, c8M = 17.025 Å,

b8M = 95�, evidently lattice parameters derived from aA1 = 3.672 Å

[18]

2017 Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 A1 martensite identified by EBSD [32]

2021 Fe21Mn58Al17Ni4 Tetragonally distorted A1 martensite, c/a & 0.96 [16]

2021 Fe44Mn37Al14Ni5 Tetragonally distorted A1 martensite, c/a & 0.97, L10 like precipitates [20]

2021 Fe21Mn58Al15Ni4 Tetragonally distorted A1 martensite with D022 superstructure, c/a & 0.97, selected area electron

diffraction

[20]
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appears to justify the observed tetragonality. This view can

be refined to some degree by revealing that the energy

landscape of NiAl B2 intermetallic, which has a compo-

sition close to that of the precipitates, implies that an L10

structure is actually not a local minimum in energy space

under hydrostatic pressure, regardless of the actual degree

of distortion. Instead, such L10 is elastically unsta-

ble [26, 30]. Hence the L10 precipitates should not be

regarded as an own stable phase, but severely, non-hy-

drostatically strained B2. It has been shown that the low

martensite start temperatures encountered for Fe–Mn–Al–

Ni alloys close to the Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 composition are

caused by a very large energy contribution due to the

distorted B2 precipitates [26]. Consequently, the tetrago-

nality of the martensite is a result of the mechanical

equilibrium between the A1 matrix and the B2 precipitates

that are forcedly strained by the A1 matrix and transformed

into that structure due to the chemical driving force. The

A1 matrix, in principle, could be fully cubic in the absence

of the distortion due to the precipitates, see e.g., [17].

The investigations on the martensite’s structure in

Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 were supplemented by investigations

on Mn-rich Fe–Mn–Al–Ni alloys [16]. EBSD analysis

revealed a finely twinned tetragonal martensite, whereas

SAED patterns revealed the presence of a tetragonal

(twinned) D022 fcc superstructure, which is related via the

Bain strain to a D03 (or Heusler) bcc superstructure. It was

concluded from the (as compared to Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5

martensite) very clear Kikuchi bands in the EBSD patterns

from the bright field electron microscopy images and from

the very pronounced D022 superstructure reflections that

this D03 superstructure is the actual structure of the parent

austenite which is free from precipitates.

PTMC Considerations

Predictions on the crystallography of the martensite for-

mation in Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 have been made previously

based on assumption of the transition of A2 austenite to 8M

martensite [18]. The most important outcomes have been

listed in Table 2.

For our own calculation purpose, we assume a Bain-like

stretch in [001]A2 direction in accordance with three sets of

lattice parameters referred to as the cases (i), (ii) and (iii)

(see Table 2). The habit planes and the macroscopic shear

directions listed in Table 2 pertain to this direction of Bain

stretch in combination with a lattice invariant shear on

101
� �

A2
101
� �

A2
to be realized by twinning.

The three types of calculations were performed in case

(i) for the type of cubic lattice parameters as reported in

[5], in case (ii) for a modified cubic lattice parameters of

the martensite leading to a zero volume change upon

martensitic transformation, which is ideally expected for a

thermoelastic transformation [33], and in case (iii) for a

Fig. 1 Bain paths of the A2 and A1 superstructures with two atoms

per primitive unit cell (illustrated on the right) relevant for the

precipitates: Part of a(n infinite) phase transformation graph in the

sense of [31], extending a version shown in Ref. [20]. Each double

arrow shows a Bain-type transition path between an A2 and A1

superstructure state. Starting from each structure three Bain paths are

possible. Note that starting from an L11 structure all three arrows go

to a different oC4 state. Moreover, note that no transformation path

was drawn closed. Note that the structure illustrations on the right do

not depict true unit cells in the case of oC4 and L11. More details on

the structures can be found in the supplementary material
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tetragonally distorted (‘‘face-centered tetragonal’’) fcc

structure with cA1/aA1 = 0.96 and a volume increase of 1%.

The solutions listed in Table 2 for these cases are those two

degenerate solutions corresponding to the smallest amount

of total strain, while two (also degenerate) solutions cor-

responding to a larger value of total strain are neglected.

Evidently, the results obtained with the A2 and A1 lat-

tice parameters from [5] used in calculation (i) agree quite

precisely with those obtained in Ref. [18] assuming an 8M-

like martensite with lattice parameters calculated with the

cubic lattice parameters as assessed in [5] (see ‘‘Assess-

ment Of Existing Crystallographic Information’’ section

and Table 1). This is understandable if one considers that

the twinning assumed as lattice invariant shear in the cal-

culation (i) is partially incorporated microscopically into

the 8M structure in terms of a nanotwinning in [5, 27].

The habit planes predicted for cases (i)–(iii) differ at

maximum by about 2�, and the correspondingly predicted

orientations for the martensite with respect to the austenite

differ by about half that value, as depicted in Fig. 2. In

particular, the spread of the habit planes for the different

cases (i)–(iii) is beyond the typical accuracy of habit plane

determination using trace analysis by EBSD. Hence, these

variations are ignored in the present work.

As shown, however, in Fig. 2, the predicted orientation

relationships closely correspond to a Pitsch OR [34] ideally

expressed as 100f gA1=fctjj 110
� �

A2
and h011iA1=fctjjh111iA2

when it refers to the variants listed in Table 2.

Results and Discussion

Evaluation of Individual Kikuchi Patterns

Figure 3 depicts EBSD patterns of the austenite and

martensite in three of the investigated Fe–Mn–Al–Ni

alloys. The patterns of the most Mn-rich Fe21Mn58Al17Ni4
composition have been analyzed in detail in Ref. [16]. This

revealed the tetragonality of the martensite, which was

later confirmed by SAED [20] and attributed to a D022

superstructure likely inherited from D03 ordering in the

austenite (see also ‘‘Assessment of Existing Crystallo-

graphic Information’’ section). Moreover, the martensite

was twinned on (111)A1/fct leading to presence of Kikuchi

Table 2 Results of the PTMC calculation according to the cases (i)–(iii) differing by the crystallographic parameters of the martensite

Case Austenite Martensite Habit plane in austenite

coordinates

Martensite

habit planes

Macroscopic shear direction

in austenite coordinates

magnitude

of shape

strain

(i) A2 aA2 = 2.903 Å A1 aA1 = 3.672 Å (.16779, ± .64555, - .74506) (- .46543,

.56742,

- .67927)

(.56742,

- .46543,

- .67927)

[- .15007, ± .73034,.6664] .22795

(ii) A2 aA2 = 2.903 Å A1 aA1 = 3.658

Å = 21/3 aA2

(.17893, ± .66459, - .72547) (- .47046,

.58476,

- .66085)

(.58476,

- .47046,

- .66085)

[- .15942, ± .74615,

.64640]

.23165

(iii)a A2 aA2 = 2.903 Å tetragonally distorted

A1

aA1 = 3.720 Å,

cA1 = 3.571 Å

(.14646, ± .65174, - .74417) (- .47744,

.56931,

- .66928)

(.56931,

- .47744,

- .66928)

[- .13270, ± .72644,

.67430]

.20043

[18]b A2 aA2 = 2.903 Å a8M = 4.497 Å,

b8M = 2.597 Å,

c8M = 17.025 Å,

b8M = 95�

(.1678, ± .6689, .7451) – [- .15901, ± .7303, .6664] .2369

The solutions listed result from a 101
� �

A2
101
� �

A2
lattice invariant shear generating twinning as well as a lattice correspondence as given in

‘‘PTMC Calculations’’ section
aImplying a volume increase by 1% like in (i) and imposing an axial ratio of 0.96
bAfter adjustment of the plane and directional indices to agree with those of (i)–(iii)
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bands due to a majority and minority component in each

variant, as also compatible with the PTMC considerations

(see ‘‘PTMC Considerations’’ section). Quite prominently

visible is the (111)A1/fct band corresponding to the twinning

plane, as also shown in Fig. 3 bottom right. This is one of

the polytype invariant bands discussed in Ref. [16], and it

is approximately parallel to a (101)A2 band (Fig. 3 top

right) due to the Bain distortion and the resulting approx-

imate Bain-like OR predicted by the PTMC considerations

(see Fig. 2 but also what follows in ‘‘Results From Cubic

Indexing of Martensite’’ and ‘‘Attempts of Tetragonal

Indexing’’ sections). The tetragonality is clearly visible in

the differently developed 112
� �

A1=fct
and 121

� �
A1=fct

poles

(with the third index referring to the tetragonal axis) visible

in Fig. 3 bottom right.

As already mentioned in Ref. [16], the more Fe-rich

alloys yield much more blurry EBSD patterns for the

martensite, whereas the austenite patterns remain well

pronounced with clear band edges (see Fig. 3 left and

middle). This general blurriness makes the (111)A1/fct band

more prominent as visible in the bottom parts of Fig. 3 left

and middle. The 011
� �

A1=fct
pole in Fig. 3 bottom middle

still shows clear deviations from the appearance as

expected for cubic symmetry like in the 011
� �

A1=fct
pole in

Fig. 3 top left, confirming again the tetragonal distortion.

We refrain, however, from stating the same for the most

Fe-rich alloy Fe45Mn34Al14Ni7 based on the blurry

martensite pattern for the most Fe-rich alloy, although

SAED investigations indicated such tetragonality [20].

Results from Cubic Indexing of Martensite

Upon comparing the calculated pole positions of a tetrag-

onally distorted A1 structure with c/a = 0.96 with those of

a perfectly cubic A1 fcc structure with coinciding h100i,
h010i, and h001i poles, intermediate poles deviate by

angles of up to 1� from each other. This maximum devi-

ation of 1� of pole positions might be regarded as an upper

bound for the error made upon orientation determination

Fig. 2 Predicted orientation relationships (top) and the different habit

planes (bottom) for the 24 variants for cases (i)–(iii) considered in

Table 2, as plotted in a stereographic projection of the A2 austenitic

matrix in cube orientation. In the case of the tetragonal martensite, the

{001}A1/fct poles correspond to those assembled around the {100}A2

poles. Note also the habit planes form characteristic quadruples

around the {110}A2 poles. The variant number shown in (iii) are

analogous for (i) and (ii) and refer to the Tables S3-S5 given as

supplementary material
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choosing a potentially inappropriate cubic model for

indexing. Correspondingly evaluated data are presented in

the following.

Figure 4 depicts EBSD-based maps representing the

orientation of the austenite and martensite for the consid-

ered alloys. It follows an analysis of the data from the

Fe45Mn34Al14Ni7 alloy (Fig. 4 on the far left) in view of

the PTMC predictions for case (i) (see Fig. 2 and Table 2).

Analysis of the data from the other alloys gives similar

results.

Figure 5a shows a stereographic projection determined

from the EBSD data from the Fe45Mn34Al14Ni7 alloy. In

Fig. 3 Typical EBSD patterns of the A2 austenite and the thermally

induced twinned A1 martensite taken from the cross-sectionally

polished surface of the indicated Fe–Mn–Al–Ni alloys. The marten-

site patterns were chosen such that the prominent equatorial

band ± (111)A1/fct corresponding to the twinning plane of majority

and minority orientation of the martensite is visible. Some poles on

this band have been indicated

Fig. 4 Results of EBSD measurements from the cross-sectionally

polished surface of dual-phase austenite ? martensite alloys of the

compositions indicated. The maps depict image quality of the

uncolored phase in grayscale and IPF color for the indicated phase,

applying a cubic indexing for both phases as indicated by the color

key. The coloring of the A2 parent austenite reveals the presence of a

single or of only few grains in all cases. Grain (variant) and phase

boundaries are indicated by black lines
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this stereographic projection, the {100}A2 poles of the

average matrix orientation have been indicated together

with the predicted positions of the {100}A1 martensite

poles. The colored regions correspond to the {100}A1

martensite poles according to the observed orientations in

the inverse pole figure (IPF) colors as shown in Fig. 4,

bottom on the far left. As already evident from Fig. 2, 12

pairs of the altogether 24 variants are predicted to have

virtually the same orientation. The habit planes of these

two variants can, however, be calculated, respectively, and

assume quite distinct orientations in space, as visible from

the distribution of variant numbers given in the bottom of

Fig. 2.

For the variant numbers resulting from adopting a

specific orientation of the parent austenite A2 grain, habit

planes have been calculated and their traces have been

included in Fig. 5b. In every case, one of two traces cor-

responding to one of two variants compatible with the

orientation data shows much better agreement with the

observed habit plane trace, allowing unequivocal identifi-

cation of the variant. The numbers of the confirmed vari-

ants have been added as large numbers in Fig. 5, whereas

those of the unconfirmed variants are indicated with

smaller numbers.

Accordingly, the predictions from PTMC with respect to

OR and with respect to habit plane have been confirmed.

As it concerns the OR, a Pitsch OR between austenite and

martensite was indeed reported previously based on an

EBSD study apparently using fcc/A1 indexing for the

martensite [32]. In that work, however, this OR was related

with the Bogers–Burgers path of the transformation

without making a connection to the martensite crystallog-

raphy. In another work, the same group has shown [35] that

the traces of the habit planes of the martensite are com-

patible with the PTMC prediction from [18]. In the present

work, it was demonstrated that basically the same habit

plane can result, if an A1 structure for the martensite is

adopted, only then allowing a relation with the Pitsch OR.

It may be noted finally that the four martensite variants

encountered in the EBSD map of the Fe45Mn34Al14Ni7
alloy belong to two different Bain groups, as visible from

the distribution of the observed {100}A1 poles around the

{100}A2 poles. Moreover, all variants have a habit plane

close to one single {110}A2 pole, as it can be seen from

inspecting the variant numbers in the bottom part of Fig. 2.

Hence, the four variants assemble according to diamond

morphology previously observed in other SMAs with A2/

B2-type austenite [36, 37] and discussed to be favorable in

view of accommodation of the transformation strains of

different variants, also in the course of reversible domain

switching in the martensitic state [33].

As indicated above, the PTMC predictions due to case

(i) are also well fulfilled for the EBSD data for the other

investigated alloys. Likewise, the diamond morphology

variant combinations observed seem to occur, too.

Attempts of Tetragonal Indexing

Figure 6 depicts the results of EBSD measurements on the

Fe40Mn39Al15Ni6 alloy beyond that one shown in Fig. 4

middle. While Fig. 6a highlights the remainders of the

parent austenite grains, Fig. 6b shows the orientations of

Fig. 5 Test of the results of the PTMC predictions according to case

(i) given in Table 2 on the EBSD data from Fe45Mn34Al14Ni7 alloy, as

already depicted in Fig. 4 far left. a Pole figure depicting the

measured average austenite grain orientation as {100}A2 poles and the

{100}A1 poles predicted by the PTMC for all variants. The observed

poles of the A1 martensite are shown with IPF color used for the

martensite in Fig. 4 far left bottom, reproduced in b with potential

variant numbers. In b the traces of habit planes predicted using PTMC

in view of the potential variants implied by the martensite orientations

have been added by colored lines. This allows unequivocal assign-

ment of the variants highlighted by the large numbers, whereas the

small numbers are due to the variants compatible with the orientation,

but incompatible with the habit planes (Color figure online)
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the martensite grains using cubic indexing (case (i)–(ii)

from Table 2). Fully compatible with the remarks above,

the (near-)Pitsch OR as predicted by PTMC is confirmed.

It was, however, shown in ‘‘Evaluation of Individual

Kikuchi Patterns’’ section that the Kikuchi patterns due to the

martensite in this Fe40Mn39Al15Ni6 alloy show the features

of the tetragonal distortions, as it was evaluated in the case of

the martensite in the Mn-rich Fe21Mn58Al17Ni4 alloy in

detail in Ref. [16]. In the latter work, convincing indexing

also succeeded using pattern-matching methods. In the pre-

sent work, we restricted ourselves to use the more routinely

accessible Hough-transform-based indexing methods.

Indexing attempts using a tetragonally distorted structure

model corresponding to case (iii) frequently yielded two or

three different orientations of the tetragonal c axis of the

martensite, which is typically displayed by mutual occur-

rence of the colors for three different orientations in the IPF

maps as evident in Fig. 6c. Although an axial ratio c/

a = 0.96 might be sufficiently different from unity to allow

tetragonal indexing (see e.g., [38]), in the present case, the

presence of the (weaker) bands of the minority twin com-

ponent in the EBSD patterns likely inhibited always identi-

fying the correct one out of three different orientations of the

tetragonal c axis for the majority orientation.

Certain martensite variants, however, appear to be

indexed uniformly, e.g., the variants colored pink and

green in Fig. 6c within the region marked in Fig. 6a–c.

Correctness of the indexing solution can be checked by the

proximity of the {001}A1/fct poles due to the martensite

with the {100}A2 poles due to the austenite expected from

the predicted OR (and the very approximate Bain-like OR).

The pole figures reveal, however, that while this proximity

occurs for the green-colored variants, many of the pink-

indexed points correspond to solutions where the {001}A1/

Fig. 6 Results of EBSD measurements from cross-sectionally

polished surface of Fe40Mn39Al15Ni6 alloy exhibiting dual-phase

austenite ? martensite microstructures. a–c IPF maps depicting the

indicated phase in the indicated structure and the other phase in image

quality as grayscale. Grain (variant) and phase boundaries are

indicated by black lines. The maps reveal a the few parent austenite

grains, b the robust indexing of the martensite with the cubic A1

structure, and c indexing using the tetragonally distorted A1 structure.

In c many domains show pixels with colors corresponding to up to

three different orientations due to the pseudosymmetry, for more

details see the magnified inset (i). d–f Pole figures from the region

highlighted by a white solid line in a–c, showing the average austenite

(A2) orientation and the indicated predicted and measured martensite

(A1) orientations, revealing incorrect indexing also for some

uniformly indexed regions, e.g., those colored in dark pink in c
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fct poles are located in the proximity of {110}A2 poles (and

{100}A1/fct close to {100}A2) as demonstrated in Figure 6e,

f is an example how some bias (e.g., uncorrected distor-

tions in the EBSD pattern) might lead the indexing algo-

rithm favoring an incorrect solution. It has not yet been

tested whether there is some systematic crystal orientation

dependence of the success rate for correct indexing as

worked out recently for another tetragonal material with

cubic pseudosymmetry [39].

Conclusions

Thermally induced martensite was investigated by electron

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis using Hough-

transform-based indexing methods in a series of Fe–Mn–

Al–Ni alloys derived from the Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 shape

memory alloys. The data were compared with predictions

made by the phenomenological theory of martensite crys-

tallography (PTMC). The following conclusions can be

drawn from the evaluation of the results:

(i) PTMC predictions assuming an A2 austenite and

twinned A1 martensite with different volume and

allowance of a small tetragonal distortion in view

of the literature evidence gave, with respect to

habit planes of the austenite and the macroscopic

shear, similar results as previous predictions made

using a monoclinic martensite. In view of a face-

centered cubic or face-centered tetragonal A1

structure of the martensite, a (near-)Pitsch OR was

predicted.

(ii) While alloys with a high Fe content gave very

diffuse EBSD patterns, likely due to the B2

precipitates contained in the alloy, alloys with a

higher Mn content showed patterns clearly reveal-

ing the tetragonal distortion of A1 martensite.

However, the assessment of the correct orientation

of the tetragonal c axis using the applied Hough-

transform-based automatic indexing procedures

did not succeed within the present work.

(iii) Indexing using A1 martensite structure, i.e.,

ignoring possible presence of tetragonal distor-

tion, gave robust indexing of the EBSD patterns.

The assessed orientations of the martensite reveal

its near Pitsch OR with respect to the A2 austenite,

agreeing well with the PTMC predictions. More-

over, the predicted habit planes agree well with

habit plane traces visible in the experimental

microstructures evident from the EBSD maps.

This allows even distinction between martensite

variants predicted to have virtually the same OR

with respect to the austenite and reveals variant

combinations having one approximate {110}A2

habit plane in common, also reported for other

SMAs.
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